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From Bib Overalls to
Cowboy Boots: East River/
West River Differences
in South Dakota
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The division of Dakota Territory in 1889 into North and South
Dakota was an artificial separation. "The real, the sensible, the
logical division of Dakota is far more ancient—and is east-west.
It was made by the Missouri River," observed Jack Schaefer. ' Supporting this conclusion, John Milton commented, "Almost everyone in the state recognizes that East River is different from West
River, different enough so that those terms are used as though they
were geographical names to be found on the map—which they are
not."^ Stanley Vestal similarly viewed the Missouri River as "the
great divide, where the West begins, a social barrier between two
cultures, two climates, two ways of life," the "boundary between
the woodlands, lakes, and farms on the east bank and the buffalo
plains and ranches on the west."-^ Jack Schaefer gave details to
describe the phenomenon. "East-river," he said, "is shotgun country; west-river is rifle country," and "a few old-timers claim they
can tell which side they are on just by sniffing the air."'* Characteristics of this division are the product not only of physical geography and climate but also of economic, historical, and cultural
processes.
The differences in South Dakota are visible even to the visitor
from outside the region. Pat Halley, Massachusetts resident and
South Dakota campaign director for Democratic presidential candidate Michael Dukakis, recently concluded that there were "three
states" of South Dakota: east river, west river, and Indian. Indian
South Dakota encompasses the state's largest ethnic and racial minority; the east river and west river designations separate the majority population into two distinct cultures. Halley describes east
1. Jack Schaefer, "Dakota," in American Panorama: West of the Mississippi
(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1947-1960), p. 309.
2. John Milton, South Dakota: A Bicentennial History (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1977), p. 121.
3. Stanley Vestal, The Missouri. Rivers of America series (New York; Farrar &
Rinehart, 1945), p. 106; see also pp. 6-7. Similarly, the Missouri is used as a dividing
line in Both Sides of the Rive?; compiled by Workers of the South Dakota Writers'
Project, Work Projects Administration {Abí^rdeen, S.Dak.: Aberdeen Public Schools,
1942), p. 10. A recent Sioux Palls promotional magazine, Eyes on You 3, no. 1 {Spring
1989): 10, carried an article entitled "Who's Who West River," claiming that the
Mis.souri River divides "SD geographically and culturally into East and West."
"Across wide Missouri River lives a whole 'nother Dakota" was the title given an
essay by Jean Simon, who queried, "Haven't we all heani these comments from
people: 'They should have divided Dakota Territoi-y from north to .south, making
it Ea-st Dakota and West Dakota' " (Simon, "Across wide Missouri," South Dakota
High Liner A2 [Feb. 1989]: 25).
4. Schaefer, "Dakota," p. 309.
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The fieadgear of male South Dakotans
announces which side of the Missouri. River
they are likely to live mi. Those who wear
seed caps live east of the river, while those
who prefer cowboy hats live west river.

river as the most populous region with its capital at Sioux Falls.
It is the center "for commerce, culture and information," with
borders extending from the eastern boundary of South Dakota to
the James River valley. ' ' Residents of East River South Dakota are
Scandinavian Americans," observes Halley. "They drink their coffee black (and plenty of it), root for the Minnesota Twins and Vikings and wear seed caps and call themselves farmers if they are
involved in agriculture." East river South Dakotans regard residents of the western portion of the state as "less sophisticated"
and consider ' 'that end of the state as a nice place to visit.' ' Halley
places the capital of west river South Dakota in Rapid City. "Residents of West River South Dakota are western Europeans. They
drink their coffee with cream and sugar, root for the Denver Broncos and wear cowhoy hats and call themselves ranchers if they're
involved in agriculture." According to Halley, west river residents
consider east river people ' 'snobhy' ' and ' 'think mostly of that end
of the state as a place they'd rather not visit."^'
While there is popular agreement and empirical evidence that
differences between east and west river exist, few state histories
5. "Bostonian Has Amusing View of S.D.," Sioux Falls Argus Leader, 29 Jan.
1989.
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have addressed the subject.'' Little effort has been given to defining and verifying what these differences are and what their causes
might be. As in other states in the Great Plains region, observable
physical differences can be seen to divide eastern and western
South Dakota. In the western half of the state, rivers flow from
west to east; in eastern South Dakota, they flow from north to
south. Western South Dakota is in the Mountain Time Zone, whereas eastern South Dakota is in the Central Time Zone. Generally,
pronghorn antelope and rattlesnakes are found west of the river.
Popular field guides to bird life that print one volume for the eastern and another for the western United States divide the country
along the one hundredth meridian, approximately in the middle
of South Dakota. The cardinal and chimney swift will typically
be sighted east of the river, and the magpie and sharp-tailed grouse
are primarily to the west. Vegetation also differs, the east river
6. For example, the outstanding history by Herbert S. Schell, History of South
Dakota, 2d ed. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1968), though it contains
useful information relating to the topic, provides no specific discussion on the east
river/west river division. Among the few books addressing the subject are John
Milton's South Dakota and A South Dakota Guide, compiled by the Federal Writers'
Project of the Works Progress Administration (Pierre: South Dakota Guide Commission, 1938), pp. 3-4, 7-9.

South Dakota Rivers
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region being known as tall grass country, and west river as short
grass country.' That plants and animals have adapted to differing
environments is assumed, but whether cultural differences among
humans can be correlated with physical environment is hotly
debated.
Elizabeth Eiselen in 1943 examined east/west differences in
South Dakota for her doctoral dissertation in geography entitled
"A Geographic Traverse across South Dakota: A Study of the Subhumid Border." Carefully studying farms and ranches as she traveled from east to west along old U.S. Highway 16, Eiselen kept
records on the size of farms and fields, quality of buildings, and
types of crops planted and consulted statistical records on rainfall and crop production. As a result of her traverse, she divided
that part of South Dakota along Highway 16 into three regions from
east to west: cropland dominant, cropland-rangeland, and rangeland dominant. Those counties in which croplands were primary
included Minnehaha, with 60.5 percent croplands; McCook, 72.4
percent; Hanson, 65.6 percent; and Davison, 71.8 percent. She discovered a significant difference beyond the western boundary of
Davison County, where croplands tended to occupy about the same
acreage as rangeland: Aurora County, 52.7 percent and Brule, 49.7
percent. West of the Missouri River, rangeland took priority over
croplands: Lyman County had only 39.0 percent cropland; Jones,
27.8 percent; Jackson, 5.8 percent; and Pennington, 15.0 percent.^
Grassy meadows, small-grain and corn fields, white frame farm
houses, red hip-roofed barns, and steel windmills were character7. Roger Tbry Peterson, A Field Guide to the Birds, 2d ed. (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1947), and A Field Guide to Western Birds, 2d ed. {Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1961). An ineffeftive attempt to differentiate South Dakota's bird life
into east river and west river iists can be found in South Dakota Guide, pp. 15-16.
For an accurate account of bird distribution in the state, see Nathaniel R. Whitney,
Jr., etal., TheBirdsof SouthDakota: An Annotated Check List {Vermillion: South
Dakota Ornithologists' Union, 1978). Lauren Brown, Grasslands, Audubon Society Nature Guides (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1985), pp. 20-26, designates
geographic differences between tallgrass prairie, mixed prairie, and .shortgrass
prairie, the latter being mostly confined to regions west of South Dakota. The eastern tier of counties in South Dakota is designated as tallgrass, and the remainder
of the state as mixed grass. However, shortgrass has become widely used in the
literature, rather than the more appropriate mixed grass, and will be so used in
this article. For a good general discussion of the adaptation of Great Plains animal
life and vegetation, see Carl F Kraenzel, The Great Plai-ns in TYansitioniiiormaxi:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1955), pp. 29-41.
8. Elizabeth Eiselen, "A Geographic Traverse across South Dakota: A Study of
the Subhumid Border" (Ph.D. diss.. University of Chicago, 1943), p. 5.
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Average Size of South Dakota Farms, 1982
100th
meriOian

98th
meridian
ROBEFIT!

ZIEBACH

E)t*EY

3,299
acres

SOUHCE: Henry T. Oiiinn. South Dakoa In Maps (Varmrllion;
South Dakota Council on Economic Educollon, 1965), p. 71.

istic of the cropland-dominant segment. Eiselen passed through
two cities, Sioux F^lls and Mitchell, along Highway 16 in this segment and saw a significant contrast between them: "In general
Sioux Falls looks like the cities of the humid prairies, whereas
Mitchell forecasts the quality of the semiarid country to the west.' '
Mitchell "spreads out over the plain and thus does not have the
advantage of natural tree growth in a valley although shade trees
have been set out in much of the city."^
West of Mitchell, Eiselen traveled through Aurora and Brule
counties and the cropland-rangeland .segment: "For the sixty miles
from the Davison-Aurora county line to the breaks of the Missouri
River the highway extends over a treeless plain unbroken by any
major drainage course." She found a relatively abrupt change, "not
only on the basis of land use, but also in terms of the almost complete absence of windbreaks and shelterbelts, the presence of listered fields, larger farm units, and the decided decline in the
condition of the farm buildings.' ' Farm houses were ' 'farther apart
9. Ibid., pp. 8-9.
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Average Annual Precipitation

S O U R C E Qumn. Souin Oskola m Maps. p. 21. US.. Department of
Agnculrure, C/imaie and Man. Yearbook of Agriculture, 1941
(Washington, DC. Governmenl Pfinling Oftice. 1941), p. 1117.

than in the first segment," where two farms were found each mile
along Highway 16; they now averaged "one every seven-tenths
mile in Aurora County and one every mile in Brule County.' ' Buildings were also fewer and smaller. Eiselen found no cities in this
segment, and the four towns, Flankinton, White Lake, Kimball,
and Fukwana, reflected the increased poverty of the area: "They
are similar in layout to those in the ñi*st segment, but many of
the houses need paint and the general appearance of the 'old' business district is dominated not by active establishments but by the
number of unoccupied buildings." The majority of farm buildings
in the region "are in need of paint and repair and a striking proportion of them are unoccupied."'"
Eiselen concluded that the major physical distinction between
the two regions is annual precipitation. Twenty inches of annual
precipitation has traditionally been considered necessary for successful crop-raising. The twenty-inch rainfall line bisects Brule
10. Ibid., p. 10.
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County diagonally from northeast to southwest, but Eiselen suggests, based on land use and physical conditions, that the transition line between segments should actually be placed somewhat
further east.^^
West of Brule County, rainfall decreases even further, and "the
dominant landscape along the more than two hundred miles of
highway between the Missouri River and the Black Hills is that
of a range area." This rangeland-dominant segment "is characterized by long stretches of open grassland and widely separated
farms and ranches. The range type of building unit with its small
hay barn and shelters for livestock during winter storms predominates." Buildings were in "slightly better" condition than in the
mixed cropland-rangeland segment, but vacant properties continued to be in evidence.'^
Eiselen's 1943 traverse of South Dakota along old U.S. Highway
16 substantiates a division of the state into two geographical sections, east and west, with a transitional area in between. Interestingly, the section facing the greatest difficulty in her survey
was the transitional region, where farmers persisted in raising
crops rather than increasing pasturage, even though the crops frequently failed due to deficient rainfall. These observable geographical differences between east river and west river South Dakota
are not unique to the state but are equally evident outside the
state's borders.
In the 1950s, reporter Richard Baumhoff observed: ' 'As you travel west from Kansas City or Omaha or Sioux Falls or F^rgo, whether
you go by automobile or train or plane, but especially if you are
motoring, you sense gradual, subtle changes. The great bowl of
the sky becomes bigger, more real. The sun, the moon, the stars
all shine brighter. Storms are more intense and awe-inspiring, sunsets more brilliant." The cities and towns become fewer and smaller, with wider streets and "a sort of self-sufficient air. . . . Step
by step the vegetation changes, grows more sparse." In this environment, Baumboff remarked, "an all-pervading sense of loneliness, of the smallness of man, may fill your soul."'^
John Steinbeck expressed "amazement" when he crossed the
Missouri River at Bismarck, North Dakota, with his dog Charley.
"Here is where the map should fold, . . . the boundary between
east and west," he declared. "On the Bismarck side it is eastern
11. Ibid., p. 11.
12. Ibid., p. 12.
13. Richarde Baumhoff, The Dammed Missouri Valley: One Sixth of Our Nation (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1951), p. 30.
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landscape, eastern grass, with the look and smell of eastern
America." At Mandan on the other side of the river, "it is pure
west, with brown grass and water scorings and small outcrops."
He concluded, "The two sides of the river might well be a thousand miles apart."''' Jack Schaefer echoed Steinbeck's observation:
"It is the same almost anywhere along the Missouri. East of the
river is east. West of the river is west."'^
The region to the east of the Missouri River has been called the
Midwest, the Heartland, the Corn Belt, the Breadbasket, the Middle Border, the Prairie Plains. To the west, it is known as the Great
Plains, the West, the Empty Quarter, the High Plains. Precisely
where these regions begin and end is a quarrelsome matter. "Ask
ten middle westerners to define the area in which they live," John
J. Murray observed, "and you will get ten different answers."i^
John D. Hicks agreed, "One of the easiest of arguments to start
almost anywhere in the United States concerns what really constituted the Middle West," and he included the whole of the Dakotas in his definition.»'^ Graham Hutton, author of Midwest at
Noon, described a meeting of scholars attempting to define the
Midwest as similar to "the blind men describing their first contact with the elephant," agreeing only "that there was an
elephant," or in this case, that "there was a Midwest." Afterthat,
"agreement ceased." Hutton initially excluded the Dakotas from
his list of states in the Midwest, but then commented that studies
using state boundaries made "no allowance" for a marginal belt
including the eastern portions of Kansas, Nebraska, and North and
South Dakota, which are "inside the line of Midwest agricultural
methods" and contain "towns and cities industrially and financially linked with the Midwest—and not with the Great Plains or
Rockies or Far West beyond." Sioux F^lls was included as a marginal midwestern city. '» Lewis Atherton listed the "Middle
14. John Steinbeck, Travels with Charley in Search of America 0>lew York: Viking Pre.ss, 1962), p. 138.
15. Schaefer, "Dakota," p. 310. According to Stanley Vestal, the Mandan word
for Missouri River is Wato, meaning "boundary between two pieces of land" (Vestal,
Missouri, p. 214).
lfj. John J. Murray, ed., Tht^ Heritage of the Middle West (Norman: Univeraity
of Oklahoma Press, 1958), p. vii.
17. John D. Hicks, "A Political Whirlpool," in Heritage of the Middle West, ed.
Murray, p. 76.
18. Graham Hutton, Midwest at Noon. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1946), pp. 3, 100. A popular treatment of the Midwest that uses state boundaries
for regional borders and omits South Dakota is Douglas Waitley, Portrait of the Midwest: From the Ice Age to the Industrial Era (London; Abelard-Schuman, 1963)
pp. 11-19.
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Border" states as "Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Iowa and the eastern farming fringe of Kansas, Nebraska, and the Dakotas."'**
Recently, James R. Shortridge published a thorough examination of the concept of the Midwest, and to the dismay of persons
attempting to securely locate the region geographically, indicates
it has "moved" at different times in history as perceptions
changed. Shortridge concludes that the Midwest may best be
understood as a metaphor rather than a place: it represents pastoralism, the agricultural values that Americans adhere to, albeit
sometimes with more nostalgia than reality. The Midwest stands
for self-reliance, independence, equality, democracy, and moral
decency and is used in contrast to images of urban life. Midwest
people were described as "open, kind, humble, honest, genuine,
wholesome, sincere, and hospitable," and the Midwest was viewed
as "the most American part of America."-" Douglas Waitiey
remarked, "The Midwest is regarded so very typically American
that it seems to have few distinct or peculiar characteristics setting it apart from the nation as a whole." ^^
The midwestern landscape is likewise considered "average."
Generally, lands in the Midwest are flat, with many trees in large
portions of the region and lakes and marshes dotting t he landscape.
Several times during the Pleistocene era, glaciers advanced across
the region, sometimes leveling hills, but mostly depositing materials and filling valleys. In South Dakota, glaciers covered the eastern portion, pushing the eastward flow of the Missouri River into
its current angular course across the state and creating the southward flowing Big Sioux, Vermillion, and James rivers. Flat, raised
areas with little drainage and the marshes, ponds, and lakes found
in Dakota's eastern lake region were produced. "A thick layer of
glacial soil" created in places "a rich and fertile covering that
needed only the stirring-plow of the settler to release its wonderful strength into corn and grains."22 Rich farmland made the
19. Lewis Atherton, Main Street on the Middle Border (Blooniington: Indiana
University Press, 1954), p. xvi. The same twelve .states are included, without reservations about the western portions of Kansa-s, Nebraska, and the Dakotas, in James
H. Madist)n, ed., Heartland: Compa^utive Hist/tries qf the Midwestern States {Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988).
20. James R. Shortridge, The Middle West: Its Meaning in American Culture
(Lawrence; University Press of Kansas, 1989), pp. 27, 29-30, 33, 91; quotations,
pp. 30, 33.
21. Waitiey, Portrait of the Midwest, p. 12.
22. South Dakota Guide, p. 8.
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Midwest "easily the preeminent producer of crops and livestock
on the continent," and driving through the Midwest one gets an
impression of unending farmland.^^
The Midwest is also characterized by a rectangular land pattern,
and aerial views reveal "a gigantic checkerboard intersected by
a gridiron pattern of roads, which mostly cross at one mile intervals."--^ The white farmhouses and large red barns that dot eastern
South Dakota are a feature of the entire Midwest. "It is an
established axiom," the South Dakota Guide avers, "that architectural priority is given the barn in preference to the house. Out in
this farming country, the hip roof barns are huge, and the chicken
coops, hog barn, granary, garage and outhouses are grouped
together to break the wind in winter.''^;". Small towns occur at
regular intervals, usually with a watertower, church steeple, and
grain elevator protruding above the trees. Town businesses are
clustered along one or two main streets, and residential areas
typically have old, large frame or brick homes. Small towns gen23. C. Langdon White. Edwin J. Foscue, and Tom L. McKnifiht. Regional Geography of Anglo-America, 5th ed. (Englewood Ciiffs, N..J.: Prentice-Hall, 1979), p.
284.
24. Ibid., p. 275.
25. South Dakota Guide, p. 75.

Cornfields and large, hip-roofed, barim are
typical of east river South Dakota and Úie Midwest.
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erally are declining as larger cities with improved transportation
facilities are expanding.
While mixed farming is general in the Midwe.st, corn is king, and
Corn Country or Corn Belt is another label for the region. It is no
accident that in eastern South Dakota the town of Mitchell proudly advertises its Corn Palace, which James R. Shortridge called
"the Middle West's most symbolic building."^'' It is located, however, at the we.stern edge of the Corn Belt rather than in the heart
of the region. Corn thrives in hot, humid summer weather with
fertile, well-drained, loamy soils and is less tolerant of weather
and soil quality variations than other grains. The Midwest region
has sufficient rainfall for agriculture though it generally decreases
from east to west. Summers are hot, evenings warm, and humidity is high; thunderstorms are common in summer and tornadoes
not uncommon. Winters are typically cold, and while there are
periodic warm spells, blizzards followed by clear, severely cold
weather are common. Spring and fall have dramatic shifts in temperature and abrupt periods of storminess, with flooding common
in spring due to prolonged rainfall.
The Midwest's natural vegetation was grass and trees, with trees
predominating in the eastern part of it, and prairies in the west.
In the prairie region, "it was tali grass with long blades and stiff
stems, growing to a height of one to three feet and frequently six
to eight feet. People and horses could be lost in it." Trees in this
western portion of the region were mostly cottonwood, oak, and
elm and were found primarily along streams. The prairie extends
approximately from Illinois to the ninety-eighth meridian, where
it gradually gives way to mixed and short grasses. No sharp boundary separates the different vegetation; instead, there are "broad
mobile zones" moving "with pronounced changes in precipitation."^''' At this indefinite point, the Midwest gives way to the Great
Plains, where "precipitation is inadequate for the profitable production of unirrigated corn, and this crop tends to be replaced
by those that are more drought-resistant." The western border of
the Midwest, a recent geography text claims, "is generalized as
the transition from corn-dominated farming on the east to wheatgrain sorghums-pasture-dominated land use on the west."^** The
26. Shodridge, Middle West, p. 131. Homer Croy, Coj-n Country (New York: Duell,
Sloan & Pe^arce, 1947), is the volume on the Midwest region in the American Folkways series edited by Erskine Caldwell.
27. White, Foscuo, and McKnight, Regiomil Geography, p. 279. The tallgrass is
vividly described in ü!e E. Rfilvaag's Giants in the Earth: A Saga of the Prairie
(New York: Harper & Bros.. 1927), pp. 3-6.
28. White, Foscuo, and McKnight, Regional Geography, p. 273.
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reasons for this pattern are clear within South Dakota where rainfall averages from twenty five inches in the southeast corner to
fifteen in the northwest.^"
Ian Frazier observes, "Just where the Great Plains begin and
end is not always certain,' ' the eastern boundary being the "hardest to fix." Sometimes it coincides "with the Missouri River; the
eastern side of the river will be green and lush, and the western
side will be a tan and dusty cowboy movie set.' ' Frazier concludes
that the Great Plains "are probably better described in terms of
the many things they aren't," and among the things lacking he
lists woodlands, moisture, mountains, lakes, desert, and farmland.»«
In his classic study The Great Plains, Walter Prescott Webb
defined the region in terms of three major characteristics: flat,
treeles.s, and semiarid. Webb locates the eastern boundary near
the ninety eighth meridian. East and west of the Great Plains are
subregions that have only two of the three characteristics: in the
Far West, the land is treeless and semiarid, but not flat; to the
east, the land is treeless and flat but has more precipitation. The
latter subregion he calls the Prairie Plains, ' 'the best and most profitable agricultural region in the United States," and it comprises
much of eastern South Dakota. Rainfall and natural vegetation
separate the Great Plains from the Prairie Plains, and Webb defines
the boundary of the two as the twenty-inch annual rainfall line,
approximating the ninety-eighth to one-hundredth meridian,
where tall grass gives way to short, grass and raising crops becomes
precarious due to the shortage of rainfall.^^ Carl P^. Kraenzel, who
also viewed the Great Plains "as a distinctive region," listed portions of ten states within its boundaries: "the eastern sections of
Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, and New Mexico; and the western
expanses of North and South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas,
Oklahoma, and Texas."''^
Lack of sufficient precipitation and its unpredictability make
up the most significant climatic feature of the Great Plains, where
29. South Dakota (iuidf^, p. 9. For precipitation statistics, see U.S., Department
of Agriculture, Climate and Man: Yearbook of Agriculture, 1941 (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1941), pp. 1109-18.
30. Ian Frazier, Great Plains (New York: Farrar/Straus/Giroux, 1989), pp. 6-8.
31. Walter Prescott Webb, The Great Plaiii.s {ßostütv. Ginn & Co., 1931), pp. ti-7.
A historical marker west of Bhmt, South Dakota, locates the hundredth meridian
and recalls that lending and insurance companies at one time refused to loan money
wesl of the meridian because it was considered the eastern edge of the Gi^eat American Desert. N. Jane Hunt, ed.. Brevet's South Dakota Historical Markers {Sioux
Falls, S.Dak.: Brevet Press, 1974), p. 157. See also Frazier, Great Plains, p. 7.
32. Kraenzel, Great Plains in Transition, pp. vil, 3.
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rainfall is less than twenty inches annually and varies greatly from
year to year "In a humid area," a geographer notes, "an annual
variation of approximately 15 inches would not be significant; but
here, where the average is less than 20, a downward fluctuation
of only a few inches may be disastrous for agriculture." Hot, dry
summer winds increase the evaporation rate, and to add to agricultural woes, the Great Plains have hail more frequently than any

Walter Prescott Webb characterized the
Great Plains asßat, treeless, and seiniarid, providing
a good caption for this photograph of central South Dakota.

Other region in the United States. Great temperature variations
also occur: summers are extremely hot, and winters extremely
cold. "Above all, this is a region of violent weather conditions and
abrupt day-to-day or even hour-to-hour weather changes." Here,
the ' 'horizon may be flat and dull,' ' but the weather is spectacular,
as "cold fronts, warm fronts, tornadoes, thunderstorms, blizzard,s.
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heat waves, hail storms, and dust storms are all part of the annual pageant of weather in this region."^^ Even during dry periods,
cloudbursts and rapidly melting snows cause flooding, while lands
remain parched.
The native vegetation of the Great Plains region is short, grass,
predominantly grama and buffalo grasses, which once supplied
grazing for perhaps fifty million bison, as well as pronghorn antelope, deer, elk, and mountain sheep. Today, livestock has become
characteristic, utilizing native grasses for summer grazing. Despite
its being on the margin of necessary precipitation, "flat land and
fertile soil combined with some sort of water source make this a
region of prodigious production. . . . Wheat is the keystone on
which fortunes are made and governments are elected, but active efforts toward diversification have also brought significance
to other crops.' ' Droughts remain a constant concern. International
demands for wheat "persuaded farmers to attempt cultivation of
land that should not have been plowed," resulting "in crop failures
and soil abuse, most notably in dust bowl conditions." Despite
these difficulties, "over half of the continent's annual output of
wheat," as well as sorghum, barley, rye, and flax, is raised in the
region.^"*
Because of the precipitation shortage, dry-farming techniques
are employed, the most conspicuous being strip-farming, which
allows the rainfall of one year to be "stored" in the soil and utilized
during the following year. The "expansive crop-and-fallow stripping of dry-farmed wheat areas" produces a distinct pattern in
the Great Plains land.scape, with strips "usually oriented northsouth, which is at right angles to the prevailing westerly winds,
in order to minimize damage from wind erosion."^'' Great Plains
ranch buildings are usually located in draws out of the wind, while
midwestern farm buildings are typically "built on the highest rise
of ground available." A low barn, bunkhouse, and corrals characterize ranches, and ranch houses have a slightly sloping roof with
low eaves. Doors are on the south side.^**
Walter Prescott Webb declared that the Great Plains environment "constitutes a geographic unity whose influences have been
so powerful as to put a characteristic mark upon everything that
33. White. Foscue, and McKnight, Regional Geography, pp. ;î23-24. See also Kraenzel, Great Plains in T¡-aiisition, pp. 17-22.
34. White. Foscue, and McKnight, Regional Gcogritphy, pp. :318, 'i'iO.
35. Ibid., p. 333.
36. South Dakota Guide, pp. 75-76.
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survives within its borders." Contrasting the "civilization of the
Great Plains with that of the eastern timberland, one sees," he
averred, "what may be called an institutional/awíí {comparable
to a geological fault). . . roughly following the ninety-eighth meridian. At this/auíí the ways of life and of living changed. Practically every institution that was carried across it was either broken
and remade or eise greatly altered."^' Travel, weapons, agricultural
implements and methods, and even laws were all modified.
The change was gradual. The treeless, waterless Great Plains had
been formidable enough that westward movement had originally
jumped over the region, going directly to the less daunting Oregon
and California. Only after the advent of inventions such as barbed
wire and environmental adaptations such as the sod house were
settlers prepared to homestead on the plains. Indians who had
preceded the homesteaders had adopted a nomadic lifestyle; cattlemen similarly followed a way of life suitable to the Great Plains
region. Homesteaders, however, pursued humid region farming
methods rather than adapting to the semiarid environment and
often failed.
Those individuals who ultimately adapted to the Great Plains
region, Webb concluded, were molded by the environment: "When
the Easterner came in contact with this man of the West, whose
vision had been enlarged by a distant and monotonous horizon,
whose custom it was to live and work on horseback, and who carried at his side the power of life and death over his adversaries,
the Easterner was at once impressed with the feeling that he had
found something new in human beings. The garb, the taciturnity,
the sententious speech redolent of the land and the way of life
in it, and the independence, or unconventionality, of the Westerner
confirmed his first impression."^f* Unfortunately for South Dakota's
identity crisis, Webb did not differentiate carefully between the
Prairie Plains and the Great Plains in his historical discussion, contrasting instead residents of the humid, timbered East with those
of the plains, merging the Prairie Plains subregion into the Great
Plains.
Webb's geographic determinism is also criticized as overly simplistic. For example, immigrants to the region brought divergent
cultural characteristics that persist despite geographic conditions.
Fred A. Shannon, who admitted that Webb made a "pioneer effort to correlate the geographic conditions with the development
37. Webb, Great Plains, pp. vi, 8.
38. Ibid., pp. 495-96.
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of institutions," also found innumerable errors in Webb's analysis.
Believing the ninety-eighth meridian and/or twenty-inch rainfall
line was too abrupt. Shannon emphasized a gradual change in environmental conditions. Rainfall, he contended, is a confusing determinant for defining regions because it varies each year.
Dry-farming techniques make agriculture a profitable venture on
the Great Plains in areas averaging fifteen inches a year, and only
when approaching ten inches does crop-raising become almost
untenable. Shannon emphasized soil differences as the most important determinant between agricultural regions, something
Webb ignored.^^ The quarrel, however, is academic because, as Carl
Kraenzel points out, "climate, coupled with the native plant life,
is one of the most important factors in the creation of soil."^"
39. Fred A. Shannon, The Fhrmer's Last Frontier: Agriculture, 1860-1897(Nevf
York: Farrar & Rinehart, 1945), pp. 19-23, 398. Shannon's Critiques of Research
in the Social Sciences, III: An Appraisal of Walter Prescotl Webb's The Great Plains:
A Study in Institutions and Environment (1940; reprinted., Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Pre.ss, 1979), is devastating. For a balanced assessment of Webb and other
regional studies of the Great Plains, see Frederick C. Luebke, "Regionalism and
the Great Plains; Problems of Concept and Method," Western Historical Quarterly 15 (Jan. 1984), pp. 19-38.
40. Kraenzel, Great Plains in Transition, p. 24. Shannon admits there is a complex "causal relationship . . . between climate, soil, and vegetation" {Farmer's Last
Frontier, p. 24). For soil classification, see U.S., Department of Agriculture, Soils
and Men: Yearbook of Agriculture, /935 (Washington, D.C: Government Printing
Office, 1938).
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Maps showing major soil groups in South Dakota indicate a relatively close approximation between vegetation and the twentyinch precipitation line. Regardless of the determining factor, somewhere in central South Dakota, precipitation, soils, and native vegetation cut the state into east/west segments. This "line" may not
be abrupt, but it nevertheless exists, and controversies to be settled
include location of the "line" and the impact the environment
has had on human attitudes, ideas, and institutions.
In popular usage, the Missouri River is considered the east/west
dividing line in South Dakota. Jack Schaefer believed Pierre and
Fort Pierre, communities on opposite sides of the river, typified
the division. "Pierre, on the east bank, becomes ever more neat
and respectable as more state-capital buildings and modern homes
and motels are built" and "is reminiscent of many another small
city back east." When the river is crossed, "there is a different
feel in the air." The small town of Fort Pierre "drowses during the
day, looking much as it did when freighters outfitted there for the
long haul to the Black Hills," but in the evening it "comes alive
as cowboys from the west-river rangeland gather in the surprising number of taverns, and .state employees from Pierre cross the
river to join them." Fort Pierre's tavenis have atmosphere and tradition, he claims, and a stranger "needs to be wary. He may find
himself trapped by the west-river cowboy custom of setting up
drinks for the crowd." The Missouri River, Schaefer concludes, is
where "the west begins."^'
South Dakotans themselves, however, have more difficulty settling the point at which the West begins. The State Historical .Society placed a roadside marker at Huron, South Dakota, more than
one hundred miles east of Pierre, asking, "Where Does the West
Begin?" and responding, "Here the West Begins." Claiming the
James River as the line that divides the humid from the semiarid
territory, the marker notes that annual precipitation is less than
twenty inches at that point. It goes on to echo the conclusions
of geographer Eiselen, noting that from the James River west,
"Agricultural practices change. . . . farms become progressively
larger—the towns and cities more generously spaced. Ranching
overshadows farming. Scenes of rolling range land, miles of barbed
wire fence, frequent watering places, distant buttes and mountains meet the eye. Boots and broad-brimmed hats become the
style. It's a great country! It's the West!'"*^ Although the West has
41. Schaefer, •'Dakota,' p. 310.
42. Hunt, Brevet's South Dakota Historical Markers, p. 6.
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been deñned aa the edge of settlement, or even as a process rather
than a place, Robert G. Athearn notes in his recent study. The
Mythic West, that the popular image of the West with cowboys
and gunfighters is usually placed in the Great Plains and the Mountain West, including western South Dakota.'^^
No matter where the line is placed in South Dakota, whether
at the James or the Missouri, the differences in geography and
culture have found expression in separatist movements. In 1914,
H. W, Fields, the manager of the Roswell Farmer's Company, Roswell, Soutb Dakota, wrote to the editors of the Sioux Falls Daily
Argus-Leader âûvocditmg an east-west division of the state at the
Missouri River. "I have presented the idea to many citizens of eastern South Dakota," Fields wrote, "and the idea meets with their
hearty approval; in fact I have found no one to whom it was presented that was not only in favor but anxious that a move be made
in that direction." He explained, "The eastern part of the state
is a crop producing section while the western portion will be devoted largely to stockraising . . . and mining in the Black Hills."
If the state were separated east/west, the argument went, those
in the eastern half "could borrow money under more favorable
terms" and otherwise benefit from the division.^''
A similar proposal had been made before South Dakota achieved
statehood. In 1877, differences erupted between Black Hills mining and eastern farming interests. Senator Alvin Saunders of Nebraska proposed a bill to create the Territory of Lincoln, dividing
Dakota Territory at the one-hundredth meridian. According to
George Kingsbury, "Sentiment among the people of the northern
portion of the Black Hills was favorable to the measure, influenced
largely by the ambition of Deadwood to become a territorial capital." The important argument for the proposal, however, was the
claim "that under the existing order in Dakota, the agricultural
interest largely dominated the temtory, controlled the Legislature,
and was not in sympathy with or disposed to enact measures that
would best promote the material interests and domestic welfare
of the mineral section—that there was some sort of an ineradicable
43. Robert O. Athearn, The Mythic West in Thaentieth-Century America
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1986), pp. 15-19. See also Walter Prescott
Webb, What is 'The West'?" in This v; the West. ed. Robert West Howard (New
York: Rand McNally &Co., 1957), pp. 1-10. Webb also includes western South Dakota
in his description.
44. Quoted in Pdula M. Nelson, A/íCT"íft« West Was Won: Homesteaders and TbiunBuilders in Western South Dakota, 1900-1917 (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press,
1986), p. 150.
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barrier that stood in the way of the mineral section procuring such
legislation as would best promote its interests."**^ The Saunders
bill was defeated, and in 1889 Dakota Territory was split into North
and South Dakota instead.
Even though the issue was decided, feelings of separateness and
even antagonism toward the eastern settlers continued. Estelline
Bennett, whose father was a territorial judge in Deadwood, recorded such sentiments when her father was running for Congress
in the election of 1878:
It was always from the other side of the river that all the trouble for
the Black Hills came. There was only one river in the world so fai- as Black
Hillers were concerned. It flowed dark and treacherous on the other side
of the Sioux reservation, cutting first the territory of Dakota and then
the state of South Dakota, into hostile, nonunderstanding halves. 'The
other side of the river," was farther away from us both in sympathy and
transportation than Wyoming, Colorado, Nebraska, or Montana. It was
peopled, I thought, with a race of homed villains whose one purpose
in life was to destroy the Black Hills. . . . That was all they lived for. Of
course, they would defeat Father for Congress. They wouldn't let anybody
from the Black Hills have anything.'"'

To their surprise. Judge Bennett won. And in spite of Estelline
Bennett's perceptions, it was east river Republicans that supported
her father, while Democratic Black Hills counties voted for his opponent.''''
While geography obviously cannot account for all political outcomes, the east river/west river split is nevertheless an important
political division in contemporary South Dakota politics. George
McGovern, recalling the 1954 Democratic campaign, wrote: "It
is difficult to comprehend the sharp cultural differences in that
half of the state west of the Missouri River compared to 'East River
people.' When a South Dakotan from the Black Hills, the Badlands,
or the short-grass country anywhere west of the Missouri speaks
of 'an East River boy,' he does it with a disdain that one might

45. George W. Kingsbury, History of Dakota Tiirritory, and George Martin Smith,
South Dakota: Its History and Its People, 5 vols. (Chicago: S. J. Clarke Publishing
Co., 1915), 2:1612. See also Schell, History of South Dakota, p. 196, who quotes
a Black Hills editor, 'We have had about enough corn-growing legislation for the
mining regions, and do not propose to have any more.' ' For a general perspective,
see Howard Roberts Lamar, Dakota Territory, 1861-¡889: A Study of Frtmtier Politics
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1956), p. 165.
46. Estelline Bennett, Old Deadwood Days (New York: J. H. Sears & Co., 1928),
pp. .55-56.
47. Kingsbury, History of Dakota Territory, 2:1071; Schel!, History of South
Dakota, p. 198.
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more likely reserve for a suspected visitor from a distant foreign
land."^^ Similarly, former South Dakota congressman James
Abourezk recalled the "interesting difference in political outlook
between South Dakotans from the West River and those from the
East River." The residents of the "flat, rich farmland east of the
Missouri" are "more liberal" and do "not shun government programs, whether for farms or for social needs.' ' On the other hand,
west of the river, "where there is a greater concentration of cattle and sheep ranches," there are "all sorts of right-wing political
movements, from the Posse Comitatus to the John Birch Society," and a "streak of antiauthoritarian radicalism." Abourezk remembers a meeting in the "isolated sheep-ranching country of
the West River" where he "listened in amazement as a rancher
rose to his feet to ask when we were going to get enough gumption to overthrow the federal government."***
A congressional race that points up these differences occurred
in 1982 when South Dakota's population decreased and the state
lost one congressional seat. Previously, the state had had two congressmen, one serving the eastern counties and the other the western portion of the state. In 1982, the two incumbents faced each
other in a race for the single remaining seat. Alan L. Clem remarked that the Tbm Daschle/Clint Roberts contest "may pass into legend and history as one of the most interesting races in the
country, in that it pitted two incumbents against each other who
represented clearly different ideological points of view.' ' The personal and political traits of the two candidates reflected the images
of east and west river. "Roberts is the Republican and is ranchhard West River Daschle is the Democrat and is city-bred East
River," wrote David Bakke in the Sioux City Journal. "Daschle
projects a sophisticated, educated image," Bakke continued,
"whereas Roberts revels in a 'Marlboro Man' cowboy image." The
Boston Globe reported that Roberts "is like Jimmy Stewart's Mr.
Smith, coming to Washington with all of his early-American ideals
intact, making his way in his snakeskin boots among those occasional Eastern intellectuals who would ridicule him for his sincere
and earnest Western ways, of which he is quite proud.' ' In the end,
48. Geoi^e McGovem, Grassroots: TTie Autobiography qf GeorgeMcGovern (New
York: Random House. 1977), p. 60.
49. James G. Abourezk, Advise and Dissent: Memx)irs of South Dakota and the
U.S. Senate (Chicago: Lawrence Hill Books, 1989), p. 11. He adds that while not
typical, a few ranchers also 'preach socialism for the masses," and he mentions
Homer Ayres, a retired rancher who resides in west river country, as "one of the
great liberals of America."
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only 8,592 votes separated the candidates, and the winning margin
for Daschle came from east river counties and the Indian reservations.^"
50. Alan L.Clem, "The 1982 Election in South Dakota," Public A,ffai i^Sry {Yah.
1983): 3-5. B<jth Dave Bakke and Marguerite Del Giudi« e are quoted by Clem, who
also reports that the United States Chamber of Commerce favored Roberts who
supported their positions 88 percent of the time while Daschle did so 22 percent
of the time; in contrast, the AFL-CIO scored Da.schle with a 79 percent rating versus Roberts's 8 percent.

1982 Congressional Race
Percentage of Vote Received by Clint Roberts
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S O U R C E : Alan L. Ciem, 'The 1982 Election in Soulh Dakota," Public
Attairs B5 (Feb. 1983): 10.
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Reactions to other political issues in recent years also display
the dichotomy between the two halves of South Dakota. A political
map of the most recent national election in 1988 between Michael
Dukakis and George Bush indicates, if one excepts the Indian reservations and some irregularities, a predictable gradation in party
voting from east to west. Other measures on the ballot, especially initiatives calling for controls and taxes on mining activities,
showed the same pattern.^'' Linda M. Hasselstrom, a west river
rancher and essayist, commented on the obvious east-west division on environmental versus economic-development issues.
"Many of the proposals," she observed, "for what is termed 'bringing money and jobs into the state' center on the arid western half,
while most people who might call themselves 'environmentalists'
live in the more metropolitan eastern half. Putting together coalitions of individuals dedicated to sensible but environmentally .sane
development has proven to be complex; ranchers won't talk to
members of the Sierra Club, and intellectuals sometimes seem to
51. For a summary with statistics, see Alan L. Clem, "The 1988 Election in South
Dakota," ihiblic Affairs 98 {Feb. 1989): 1-8. Public Affairs is a news bulletin published four times a year by the Governmental Research Bureau, University of South
Dakota, Vermillion.

Clint
Roberts
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SOURCE; Alan L Clem, "The 1988 Election in South Dakota" Public
Affairs 98 (Fab. 1989): 7.

believe that ranchers live only to slaughter prairie dogs and overgraze public land." She continued, "As a rancher concerned with
conserving the state's pure air as well as its western independence,
I have learned it is no longer possible to live in splendid isolation
and think only of cows, but the next step is sometimes confusing."-^^
The division over development of resources versus environmentalism in South Dakota reflects the national debate between the
western and eastern United States. Sometimes proposals reach an
extreme form. Recently, two New Jersey professors, Deborah Epstein Popper and Frank Popper, both of Rutgers University, upset
Great Plains residents with a controversial proposal for the future.
Claiming that the region west of the ninety eighth meridian is "inhospitable to agriculture and subject to dustbowls, windstorms and
droughts that will only worsen as the water table falls" and that
only if government subsidies are continued can agriculture be
maintained, the Poppers conclude that the plains will inevitably
be depopulated by natural forces and returned to pre white conditions. They claim it was a mistake that the sod was ever broken
and suggest "the only way to keep the Plains from turning into
52. Linda M. Hasselstrom, Going Over East: Ructions
(Golden, Colo.: Fulcrum, 1987), pp. 7-8.

of a Woman Rancher
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an utter wasteland, an American Empty Quarter, will be for the
federal government to step in and buy the land—in short, to deprivatize it." Tbe area could then become a national park, a "Buffalo Commons."^'' Soutb Dakota counties tbe Poppers consider at
risk due to low population and bigh poverty include Bennett,
Campbell, Corson, Dewey, Faulk, Gregory, Hand, Harding, Hyde,
Jackson, Jerauld, Jones, McPherson, Mellette, Sanborn, and Sully. ^^ Not surprisingly, all are west of the twenty inch rainfall line.
The Poppers' dire prediction was but one of several challenges
to the state's self-image during its centennial year. Newsweek
magazine carried a feature article headlined "America's Outback:
Hard Times on the High Plains,' ' describing the ' 'scarcity and broken dreams" of six western states who were celebrating their first
hundred years. The land was boomed as excellent farmland a century ago, "but the promise never materialized," the authors
remark. "A hundred years of backbreaking work have only reduced the Centennial West to a permanent outback." Attempts
to achieve economic development threaten the "fragile environment," the article continues. "South Dakotans have been reluctant to rein in gold-mining companies leveling portions of the
scenic Black Hills. . . . last year voters, fearful of losing mining
jobs, rejected initiatives that would have raised extraction taxes
and forced the mines to restore the original contour of the land.' '
The article cites a cynical sign in the Grubstake Bar in I^ead: "Strip
mining prevents forest fires."^^
Joel Garreau's speculative book, entitled The Nine Nations of
North Arnerica, offers an outside perspective on these environmental concerns versus economic development. Talking about the
53. "New Jersey Professors Suggest Vacating Plains," Sixmx Falls Argus Leader,
13 Sept. 1989.
54. "Professor: Buffalo Will Have Room to Roam Again," ibid., 9 Dec. 1989. In
response to these proposals, a Minot State University couple, Stephen and Barbara
Hagan, suggested that New Jersey be turned into a parking lot, an "International
Parkade." Ibid., 27 Nov. 1989. Public reaction to the Poppers' proposal is akin to
the response that met Walter Prescott Webb's 1957 article calling for Great Plains
residents to admit that they live in a semi-desert and adapt to it. See Webb, "The
American West: Perpetual Mirage," Harper's Magasine 214 (May 1957): 25-31, and
W. Eugene HoUon, The Great American Desert: Then and Now (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1966), pp. 3-4.
55. John McCormick and Bill Turque, "America's Outback: Hard Times on the
High Plains,' ' Newsweek, 9 Oct. 1989, pp. 76-80. Residents of the state experienced
another slight when Rand McNally decided to omit South Dakota, along with North
Dakota and Oklahoma, from the Rand McNally Photographic World Atlas. For
response to and discussion of these events, see Sioux Falls Argus Leader, 15 Oct.
1989.
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Great Plains region as the Empty Quarter, Garreau says that he
"couldn't get over the enthusiasm I met in this, the land of the
proverbial wide open spaces, for coal mines and steel mills and
boom towns." He found himself "asking folk, again and again:
Have you ever been to Cleveland, South Bend, Trenton? Have you
ever seen what an industrialized nation can look like? Are you sure
you know what you're doing?" Garreau concludes that environmental issues are problematic for residents of the Empty Quarter
because, in the past, "taming the land was the imperative. Making the desert bloom. Pitting your brains and your back against
a harsh nature, and being proud when your brains and back won."
Now these people, "who in many ways retain the values of pioneers," are "asked to think in terms of limits. If they had been
thinking in terms of limits for the last century or so, they wouldn't
be here today."^"^
The history of both east river and west river. South Dakota's Corn
Belt and Empty Quarter, is as unique as their politics. All of Dakota
Territory was included in early maps of the American West as part
of the "Great American Desert." Prior to territorial organization,
a scientific survey of the area from F'ort Pierre to Sioux City concluded that the country along the James River was unfit for agriculture. This conclusion was wrong, of course, for that part of the
state was highly productive, but immediately west of there rainfall did diminish. Optimistic promoters, wanting to dispel the notion of a desert, proclaimed the entire area to be a "Garden of
Eden" and developed the notion that rainfall followed the plow:
as ground was broken and trees planted, rainfall increased. Rainfall was sufficient during the boom period of settlement, allowing the conclusion that it was increasing. Unfortunately for
believers, dry years followed, convincing at least some that perhaps
desert was an appropriate designation after all.'^^
The earliest settlements in Dakota Itrritory were at the eastern
edge: the Pembina region near the Red River and along the Missouri and Big Sioux rivers in the southeast. Settlement increased
56. Joel Garreau, 77ie Nine Nations of North AmeHca {New York: Avon Books,
1982), pp. 312, 322.
57. Schell, History of South Dakota, p. 13. For a di.scussion of the concept of
the Great American Desert, which wa-s eventually identified with the Great Plains,
see Hollon, Great American Desert, pp. 9-13. For a discussion of the ' 'rainfall follows
the plow" concept, see Henry Na.sh Smith, Virgin Land: Tfie American West as
Symbol andMyth (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1950), pp. 174-83,
and Gilbert C. Fite, Ttie Farmers' Frontier, 1865-1900 (New York: Holt, Rinehart
& Winston, 1966), pp. 95-97.
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slowly until the railroads penetrated the eastern half of the territory and the American people were prepared for another surge
in western expansion. F'rom 1878 to 1887, eastern Dakota experienced the Great Dakota Boom. Thousands of settlers claimed land;
towns were promoted and speculation ahounded. However, the
railroads and settlement stopped at the Missouri River. Immediately west of the Missouri, much of the land was closed to settlement
and reserved for the Sioux.
Some federal officials helieved settlement should remain east
of that area, at least until adjustments in land laws and water supply could be developed. Associated with the surveying and mapping of the West and concerned about tbe aridity of the lands
there, John Wesley Powell was firmly convinced that beyond the
hundredth meridian lack of sufficient precipitation necessitated
fundamental changes in the approach to the land. In 1878, he published his famous Report on the Lands of the Arid Region of" the
United States, which denied "almost every cherished fantasy and
myth associated with the Westward migration." He called for larger
land units than existing laws allowed and for different farming
methods. In 1889, he personally addressed the North Dakota constitutional convention, and persons familiar with his positions
spoke to the South Dakota convention as well. "Eastern Dakota,"
Powell said, "nearly always had enough rain, central Dakota sometimes did, and western Dakota practically never did." He believed
"the eastern belt, witb adequate rainfall, and the western, wbich
had to depend completely on irrigation, were safe. The danger lay
in the middle, where if farmers did nothing to utilize the streams
and artesian wells and storm water reservoirs they could make
up their minds to cyclic disasters."'"''*
Predictably, years with adequate moisture ended, and starting
in 1887 the region between the James and Missouri rivers experi58. Wallace Stegner, Beyond the Hundredth Meridian: John Wesley Powell and
the Second Opening of the Wesi (Bo.ston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1954), pp. 212,313.
The report has been reprinted: John Wesley Powell, Report on the Lands of the
Arid Region of the United State.% With a More Detailed Account of the Lands of
Utah, ed. Wallace Stegner (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, I9(i2). In
his introduction to the reprint, Stegner remarks: "When much of the country, and
nearly all of the West, had elected to overlook the fact, or deny it, [Powell] saw
that the West was an arid land; and when homesteaders . . . had filled up the subhumid lands and were beginning to invade the dry country beyond the 98th meridian, he foresaw that both sub-humid and arid lands lay under the threat of recurrent drought. When Powell presented his report he was convinced that settlement
had already reached as far west as it could go without grave risks to both the settlers and the land" (pp. viii-ix).
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enced a series of drought years. Farmers at^usted, placing less reliance on wheat as a cash crop and introducing considerable stock
raising. During the early 1890s, a Brown County homesteader
named Hardy Webster Campbell developed the "Campbell System' ' of dry-farming, including a variety of methods to store moisture. Deep fall plowing, subsurface packing, and summer fallow
were among the techniques he experimented with. Campbell promoted his approach and an organized movement resulted, advocating the concept that sufficient rainfall existed in the plains
region for successful production of crops if moisture was properly utilized.^^ East river settlers living between the ninety-eighth
and one-hundredth meridians slowly began to adapt.
Meanwhile, the earliest white settlements in the west river country had developed under different circumstances. In 1874, General
George A. Custer announced the discovery of gold in the Black
Hills. Despite Indian claims to the region, a gold rush ensued, and
miners and flamboyant characters surged into the Hills boomtowns
hoping to make a fortune. Several years of conflict with the Sioux
followed, but by 1877 the Great Sioux War had ended. In ensuing
decades, Sioux lands were systematically reduced as the west river
region briefly became the domain of the cattlemen, who used the
extensive open range for their herds. The era of the cowboy lasted
into the twentieth century, though such modification of operations occurred as the enclosing of pastures, the raising of quality
livestock, and the diversifying of operations. A new age was beginning in west river country, however, as homesteaders invaded lands
made available from Indian reservations.
As in east river Dakota earlier, a few years with sufficient rainfall deceived west river homesteaders into believing that agricultural practices used in humid areas could be employed in the Great
Plains. Drought years beginning in 1910 and 1911 caused many to
depart, having failed in their attempt to subdue the "last American west." In the Great Plains region, the provision for 160 acre
homesteads, despite allowances for additional acreage under other
legislative acts, proved insufficient, just as Powell had observed
decades earlier Recently, Ian Frazier colorfully explained, "Tb expect a person to make a living on a little square of this vast region
where animals and Indians used to travel hundreds of miles looking for food, where clouds slide all over before the winds, where
59. Mary Wilma M. Hargreaves, I>ry Farming in the Northern Great Plains,
1900-1925(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1957), pp. 83-125, 171-77.
See also Schell, History of South Dakota, pp. 345-47.
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you have to import many necessities—it was like expecting a fisherman to survive on just a little square of ocean."^**
Paula Nelson in After the West Was Wo7i: Homesteaders and
Tbwn-Builders in Western South Dakota, 1900-1917 concludes that
the homesteaders who survived and remained in western South
Dakota after the harsh drought years beginning in 1910 developed
new attitudes. "West river people created for themselves," she
says, "a new identity based on perseverance and self-reliance
leavened with the faith that next year would be better." They were
forced to accept diminished expectations and to prize endurance
and self-reliance over qualities of wealth and abundance. Faced
with constant uncertainty, they found "there was a heroic quality about 'sticking,' and settlers relished their image as heroes and
heroines. They believed that they were more self-reliant, more independent, and more determined than those residing in longsettled areas." Optimism about the future was dashed repeatedly, and "bitter humor and cynicism became marked regional characteristics. Over the years the settlers redefined success to mean
simple survival."^^
Nelson's book does much to explain one ingredient in the molding of west river attitudes but neglects the contributions of the
more successful ranchers and miners who preceded the homesteaders and remained their neighbors. And, as one writer noted
during a later drought: "What about those farmers who were able
to stick it out? What was it they had that the other fellows didn't
have? Greater strength of character, greater fortitude? Not necessarily," he concluded. Survival was due, in most cases, to "a supply of water, usually in the form of a tiny pond backed up by a
little dam thrown across a gully by a homesteader twenty-five or
thirty years earlier When we counted those dams in 1937 we found
only about 150 of them in the entire [Stanley] county—just about
one dam and stock pond for each rancher that was able to stick
it out during the blistering thirties."^^ West river homesteaders,
like their east river counterparts, were beginning to adapt.
The lessons of drought and marginal survival brought different
reactions in different sections of South Dakota. In the drought of
the 1890s, in which twenty six eastern South Dakota counties lost
thirty thousand people, those who remained in the central counties formed, according to one observer, "a discontented class ideal60. Frazier, Great Plains, p. 72.
61. Nelson, After the, West Was Won, pp. 173, 175.
62. Baumhoff, Dammed Missouri Valley, p. 63.
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ly prepared for the doctrines of political and economic revolt."
These farmers were the core of the South Dakota Populist movement of the 1890s. In counties along the state's eastern, better
watered edge, political radicalism was less appealing. Even in
drought years, the easternmost counties managed to harvest at
least a partial crop, and the farm population actually increased
there during that time.®^ In west river country, drought and failure
led to strong perceptions of independence and self-reliance, while
similar conditions in the central counties two decades earlier had
led to radical political tendencies.
Assigning traits such as individualism and fierce independence
to any particular region can be hazardous because they are common American characteristics. Fred A. Shannon suggests that individualism is a quality fostered by rural life in general, and the
strength of this trait in America might relate to the powerful determinant of nature: "There were varied reasons for this traditional
individualism, and none was more potent than the farmer's bafflement when confronted with natural forces. He was in perpetual
conflict with a climate he could not conquer and soils that he seldom understood." Farmers on each successive frontier faced the
problems of nature, and individualism became a common American trait, but. Shannon argues, it is most noticeable in the range
country of the Great Plains. "There is nothing surprising in this
fact,' ' he notes, "for dependence on himself and nature had been
an outstanding characteristic of the pioneer on every preceding
frontier, and this was the last of the series."'^'*
Another common trait among rural populations developed from
their lack of a wealthy and cultured elite, resulting in feelings of
inferiority when they compared themselves to the East. This rural
attitude reveals itself in ' 'a conscious suspicion of outsider; a feeling by the farmer that he was looked upon as a 'rube' ; and a reaction in defense of everything that might be designated as rustic.
. . . The chief manifestation was resistance to what might be considered outside interference, or anything nonrural in origin."**-^
While this trait is common to all rural societies, perhaps like indi63. John D. Hicks. The Populist Revolt: A History of the Farmers' Alliance and
the People's Party (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, Bison Books, 1961), pp.
32-34. See also Shannon, Tiie Farmer's Last Frontier, pp. 308-9. For a look at the
Populist movement in one of the central counties, see Scott Heidepriem, Bring on
the Pioneers!: History of Hand County (Miller, S.Dak.: By the Author, 1978), pp.
53-65.
64. Shannon. Farmer's Last Frontier, pp. 4, 221.
65. Ibid., p. 378.
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viduahsm it is strongest in the last region settled. The fact that
west river residents sometimes perceive east river South Dakotans
as more urban and sophisticated might support this speculation.
Rancher Linda Hasselstrom records her growing awareness of
a unique west river culture. "A few years ago, before television,"
she writes, ' 'inhabitants of many regions of the country were largely unaware of their differences from the metropolitan population,
the setters of style. When we began to notice that not everyone
wore leather belts with names carved into the back, or put black
bandanas around their necks, we were proud of our differences
at first. Only gradually did we begin to abhor our own uniqueness."
The unique regional characteristics have decreased, she says, as
"we throng the shopping malls, buying sleazy, impractical clothing
because it's in fashion; our speech is losing its color and spice as
we adopt the slang popular on programs that invade the majority
of living rooms in the nation."'*''
Nevertheless, the area retains a historical identity with ' 'the old
wild and wooly West of rowdy cow towns, roaring mine camps,
dusty covered wagons, frontier forts, buffalo hunters, open range
cowboys, and longhorn trail herds." As S. Omar Barker observes,
this "hardy heritage remains" and "the flavor of the Old West
still lingers." Here, "on hundreds of the off-the-highway ranches,
wind-tanned cowpokes, not of the drugstore or movie variety, still
do a big share of their cow work on horseback." While modern
ranchers live next to missile silos and modern interstate highways,
their way of life remains identifiable with the past, and "whether
at a city filling station or in the wide open spaces, most of the
West today is still 'howdy country,' where an inquiring stranger
can ask most anybody and get a friendly answer."'^'
While Barker included all of South Dakota in his definition of
the West, east river farmers lack this strong western image, identifying instead with homesteading origins. "If you mention the
vjorá frontier to any person, anywhere, you cor\jure up in his vision the image of a leather-clad mountain man or a gun-slinging
cowhand, not an overalled farmer," observed Ray Allen Billington.
The farmers were the "principal foes" of the trappers and cowboys, "for the farmers were the true harbingers of advancing civilization. Not until. .. their plows broke the prairie sod, and their
barbed-wire fences crisscrossed the plains would the West be
66. Hasselstrom, Going Over East, pp. 40-41.
67. S. Omar Barker, "The West Ibday," In This is the West, ed. Howard, pp. 214
218.
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"^^ Thus, historical identities of east and west river South Dakota are not only different but are actually in conflict.
Other characteristics split the state's residents as well. John Milton asserts that the language and speech patterns of the eastern
portion of the state "are midwestern, while those of West River
are western."^® Different occupations may have introduced word
differences as well. "Every trade and profession has its own nomenclature,' ' wrote the authors of the South Dakota Guide, * 'but
the language of the West is distinctive in many ways. Farm, cattle
ranch, sheep ranch, and mining camp each speaks it own vernacular." From the farm come words such as listing, roughage, summer fallow, wagon hammer, and breaking. From the ranch come
terms such as bunch-quitter, cayuse, dogie, night hawk, point
riders, springer, and white face; if raising sheep, bedground, bum,
camp tender, docking, drop bunch, dry bunch, lamber, sheep hook,
and wrangler would appear. Mining country added such terms as
grubstake, lode, placer, sourdough, and strike. General regional
terms such as breaks, butte, chinook, cut-bank, coulee, draw, gumbo, hardpan, and honyock also entered the vocabulary.^" A comprehensive linguistic examination of east and west river South
Dakota awaits scholarly attention.
The literature of the Prairie Plains and the Great Plains can also
be sharply differentiated, according to Walter Prescott Webb, who
contrasts the farm novel with the "western" and realism with romanticism. Farm novels, such as those by Hamlin Garland and Ole
R0lvaag, are associated with the Midwest, Webb suggests, "a literature of people, of poverty, of unremitting toil, small reward,
and ceaseless effort, the basis of stark realism." In contrast, fiction about the frontier and cattle kingdom of the Great Plains instead offers action, romance, and adventure. According to Webb,
this escape literature is composed of "Wild West" novels, the kind
of narrative that early film star William S. Hart portrayed, and
of stories and poetry depicting cowboy life, the kind of verse
Badger Clark wrote. These two contrasting literatures, writes
Webb, change at the rainfall line. "Where we can name one socalled romantic novel in the agricultural prairie region, we can
name a dozen of the realistic type represented by Garland; where
we can name one realistic novel in the dry plains, within the cat-

68. Ray Allen Billington, Fbreword to Farmers' Frontier, by Fite, p. v.
69. Milton, South Dakota, pp. 141-42.
70. South Dakota Guide, p. 84. Word lists appear on pp. 85-88.
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West riiier South Dakota retains aßavor
(if the Wild West and the open range. On modem ranches in
the Badlands area, the cowboy heritage remains strong.

tie kingdom, we can name a hundred of the romantic kind that
Bill Hart, could represent on the stage." ^'
John R. Milton, who analyzes western fiction in more depth than
Webb did, views the "formula westerns" of romance and adventure discussed by Webb as inferior literature produced for a mass
market and suggests that a higher form of western literature can
be found in the works of novelists such as Vardis Fisher, A. B.
Guthrie, Jr, Frederick Manfred, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Harvey
Fergusson, and Frank Waters. Nevertheless, Milton and Webb agree
that an element of "geographical determinism" is evident in the
region's literature. Milton argues that the western landscape especially affects writers: "It is in the West that we are more conscious
of this natural environment, where it is open enough to keep the
sun and moon and stars within our range of perceptions, where
it is open enough for the wind to affect almost everything in its
71. Webb, Great Plains, pp. 470, 482.
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unbroken sweep, where there are fewer people and we are therefore more conscious of animals and other creatures, where we are
exposed to the seasons and their changes and cannot hide behind
or beneath or within tons of concrete and steel." Like Webb, Milton
omits Hamlin Garland and Ole R01vaag from the category of westem novelists, and Milton's discussion of Frederick Manfred's novels
centers on the ' 'Buckskin Man Tkles,' ' beginning with Lord Grizzly.
Fiction based on Manfred's contemporary personal experiences
is dismissed from the discussion of western literature because in
those novels the author "retreats from the historical West to his
own region of Minnesota and Iowa in the Midwest."^^ Clearly, Milton perceives that the region's fiction can be divided geographically between Midwest and West.
While all these many differences between east river and west
river are discussed in both state and regional studies, the actual
differences are often hard to define and difficult to substantiate;
they are "sensed" rather than proven. Rainfall, vegetation, and
soils vary, and the land has a different appearance. Like vegetation and animal life, human inhabitants have adapted to environmental variations, assuming ranching or farming occupations if
agriculturally inclined, even though these overlap and mix in confusing ways. Nature's adaptations have been equally complex, and
many species inhabit botb regions rather tban adapting to a specific environment. It is even more difficult to relate differences
in attitude and culture specifically to environment than it is to
tie them to occupational choices. Differences in voting behavior
are indicated, but studies are incomplete and tentative. Literature
may have east/west contrasts, but many authors write about common human concerns without regional settings. Attitudes and
values are the most complex differences to determine, for Dakotans share common American traits.
Where the east/west division occurs also cannot be precisely located. Popularly, the Missouri River is used as the line separating
the two cultures. However, the river bends within the state, and
similar differences in neighboring states do not follow the river.
Walter Prescott Webb and John Wesley Powell both suggested the
ninety-eighth or one-hundredth meridian, both east of the river,
as the dividing line. While this division corresponds closely to the
72. John R. Milton, The Novel of the American West (Lincoln; University of Nebraska Press, 1980), pp. 110, 162. For other discussions of western literature, see
Henry Nash Smith, Virgin Land, and Robert G. Athearn, High Country Empire:
The High Plains and Rockies (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1960), pp. 244-53.
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boundary between the Great Plains and Midwest, it is important
to emphasize that the line is not abrupt, but gradual, and that in
South Dakota, at least, it might be appropriate to consider three
regions; the eastern (midwestern) counties, a transitional region
from the ninety-eighth meridian to the Missouri River, and a western region in the Great Plains. In some respects, the James River
is as appropriate as the Missouri River as a designated divider between the Midwest and the West. Moreover, the dividing line may
also be angular, curve in unusual directions, and even include
pockets with varying characteristics.
The cause of differences is even more difficult to specify. Rainfall, soils, vegetation—all have advocates and critics and appear
interrelated, separating the state approximately at the same place.
Extremely complex is the relationship between these environmental factors and human culture. Geographic determinism is even
more unpopular today than it was when Webb wrote The Great
Plains in 1931. However, the environment certainly establishes
limits within which humans bring their cultural baggage to play.
South Dakota in Three Regions with
Population Density per Region in 1980
(people per square mile)

Region 3

5 people

SOURCE: Quinn, South Dakota in Maps, p. 51.

100th
meridian

Region 2

Region 1

KiNGSBUR'

BROOKINGE

21 people
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Climate and soils affect the size of farms or ranches and crops produced, even if techniques such as dry-farming are introduced.
Larger individual land holdings in the western half of the state
mean increased isolation, which may emphasize self-reliance and
independence, but the situation may also produce a greater need
to rely on neighbors and create friendliness. Certainly increased
isolation makes more difficult the maintenance of towns, schools,
churches, and other institutions. School size reached its ultimate
lower limit this year when one student met with one teacher in
a west river district. Undoubtedly, this isolation leads to perceptions of the east river as a more cosmopolitan area. It also results
in resentment that east river residents control the state, whether
in politics or athletic contests."^^
Environmental factors also affected the separate historical development of the state, although they were combined with other
external factors such as technology and the period during which
settlement occurred. As a result, east river and west river have
differing historical identities. Though based on an oversimplified
version of the past, these views affect contemporary outlook and
attitudes, and novels, art, and poetry reflect these differing visions. West river inhabitants share a heritage from the gold rush,
cattle era, and recent homesteading that is considerably different from the extreme eastern tier of counties, which were successfully homesteaded almost forty years earlier. Between them
are the central counties, which are east of the Missouri River and
were homesteaded during the Great Dakota Boom, but which do
not share the steady prosperity of their eastern neighbors. In popular usage, they are east river; yet, they share enough west river
traits that Pat Halley and many others have included them in the
west river region.
Tbo much can be made of differences to the neglect of similarities. Living in a transition belt between two regions, all South Dakotans share the common background of tbe we.stward movement
of the nineteenth century, American values of individualism and
self-reliance, and rural experiences. They have also shared political leaderehip and the political and historical experiences of wrestling with the common problems of territory and state. They face
the future together. By considering the greater dissimilarities be73. "1 student, 1 Tfeacher," Sioux Falls Argus Leaden; 27 Sept. 1989; Milton, Smth
Dakota, p. 123. Luebke, "Regionalism and the Great Plains," provides an excellent
discussion of the weaknesses of geographic detenninism, Webb's thesis, and modem
concepts.
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tween the two states of North and South Dakota, South Dakotans
can achieve a totally different perspective on the state's internal
differences.'''*
In addition, other kinds of differences divide South Dakotans:
north and south; ethnic and racial; rural and urban; rich and poor.
The American Indian population is another distinct and significant culture in the state, and little has been done to consider
whether there are east/west differences among the Sioux who live
on opposite sides of the Missouri. A provocative new study dealing with Kansas concludes that for women gender, not region, has
been the most significant difference because women in both the
prairie and plains have attended to similar household chores.''^
Still, the evidence of an east/west split in South Dakota is clear.
West river, identified as the Great Plains, the Empty Quarter, and
the Old West, is noted for its fierce independence, rugged individualism, distrust of outsiders, and conservative outlook. East
river, called the Midwest, the Breadbasket, the Corn Belt, and the
Prairie Plains, is more heavily populated, has a secure agricultural
base, and appears fractionally more liberal and urban. Perceptual
changes between east river and west river confirm residents in
their belief: the terrain changes, political attitudes clash, historical
images differ. These differences are a microcosm of national contrasts between the eastern and western United States, and the
images that east and west river residents have of each other mirror their views of residents of the eastern and western halves of
their country. Crossing South Dakota from east to west, Americans leave the region of bib overalls and enter the land of cowboy
boots.
74. John Günther, Inside U.S.A. {New York: Harper & Bros., 1947), pp. 237.
75. Glenda Riley, TJie Female Frontier: A Comparative View of Women on the
Prairie and the Plains (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1988). There have
been studies designating the Plains Indians as a distinct culture compared to Woodland Indians. See, for example, Webb, Givat Plains, pp. 47-84. Clark Wissler suggested that the ninety-eighth meridian approximated "the division between
agricultural and hunting aboriginal Indians" (quoted in Shannon, Critiques of
Research in the Social Sciences, III, p. 161).
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